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Upcycled 
Plants

Naturally 
Degrades

Priced 
Competitively

Landfill 
Biodegradable

OUR STORY

The use of upcycled plants to give 
agro-industrial waste a second life

The material is tested to degrade 
over 90% in the first 100 days and fully 
within 1-5 years in simulated landfill 

We are priced competitively with 
all plastic alternatives, have better 
quality, and are more sustainable

Unlike the “commercially compostable” 
products currently available, ours are 
designed to biodegrade in landfills 
and do not require any specialized 
disposal methods

Our products are made out of upcycled plant waste. We take the 

leftover plant fibers and liquids to create a resin that we turn into 

our high-quality, landfill biodegradable products. Our plant-based 

materials are tested to degrade over 90% in the first 100 days and fully 

within 1-5 years in simulated landfill conditions.



3plant-based 
straws

PRODUCTS USED FOR SECONDS 
SHOULDN’T LAST FOR CENTURIES

Our biodegradable agave straws break down 
over 90% in the first 100 days in simulated landfill 
conditions*. Our breakthrough technology is 
designed to be the single-use solution to feel like 
plastic but degrade like plants. Available in both 
black or natural color, our straws come in variable 
lengths and sizes and are suitable for hot or cold 
liquids. 

*ASTM D-5511
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WRAPPED Black 
2000/CASE
21CM-SBA21W

WRAPPED nATURAL 
2000/CASE
21CM-Sna21w

UNWRAPPED Black 
2000/CASE
15CM-SBA15u

UNWRAPPED NATURAL 
2000/CASE
15CM-SnA15u

UNWRAPPED NATURAL 
1500/CASE
21cm-jna21u

UNWRAPPED Black 
2000/Case
21cM-SBA21u

UNWRAPPED NATURAL 
2000/CASE
21CM-SnA21u

agave straws

standard 8-1/2” (6mm diameter)

cocktail 6” (6mm Diameter)

Jumbo/Smoothie 8-1/2” (7.5mm Diameter)

WRAPPED NATURAL 
1500/CASE
21cm-jna21W
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WRAPPED nATURAL 
2000/CASE
21CM-Sna21w

SUSTAINABLE
TAKEOUT

Our high-quality single-use plastic 
cutlery alternatives come in pre-
packaged takeout sleeves or bulk 
presentations. All of our cutlery 
products are suitable for hot or cold 
use and meet ASTM standards for 
anaerobic biodegradation. Provide 
your customers with products that 
feel like plastic, but degrade like 
plants. 

plant-based 
CUTLERY
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UPCYCLED
AGAVE
Our biodegradable agave 
cutlery is made from the leftover 
agave waste from tequila 
production. They are proven to 
break down over 90% in the first 
100 days in simulated landfill 
conditions*. 

*ASTM D-5511

Agave SPOON
1000/case

nas

Agave Knife
1000/case

nak

Agave Fork
1000/CASE

naf

Agave cutlery sleeve 
TAKEOUT + Napkin

200/Case
nats

agave cutlery
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